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Problem 1 (Short Answer: 20 points)

a.) E

b.) A

c.) E

d.) B

e.) G

f.) B

The key to this problem is understanding that for this problem, the applied force is the same as the net force
and therefore points in the same direction and is proportional to the acceleration of the cart.
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Problem 2 (Estimation: 10 points)

Based on a student solution:

balloonwallf →

Forces
acting on
the balloon

balloonearthW →

To wall
yelectricitstatic

balloonwallF → balloonwallN →

+y

+x

0=netF

Comment:  Although the balloon is attracted to the
wall by an electric force caused by static electricity,
it is the friction force of the wall acting on the
balloon that keeps the balloon from falling down.
This problem is similar to the problem we did in
class where we looked at what keeps a refrigerator
magnet up.
Desired unknown is the friction force
between the wall and the balloon.  This is
what is keeping the balloon up.

Estimate a non-inflated balloon weighs 2
grams – full of air may mass 1 more gram
Total mass = 3g
3g = 0.003 kg

Thus == mgW (0.003 kg)(9.8 m/s2)

jNW ˆ0294.0−=  (downward)

Since net force is zero, the two vertical
forces must be equal in magnitude and
opposite in direction, so

jNWf balloonearthballoonwall
ˆ)0294.0(−−=−= →→
jNf balloonwall
ˆ03.0=→
From another student
solution:  This is a good
solution.  The only thing
missing is the estimation of
the mass and the calculation
to determine the weight of
the balloon to find the
magnitude of the frictional
force.
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Problem 3 (Essay 10 points)
You may use words, diagrams, and equations but no calculations in your response for this problem.

Recall that you were asked to assume that air
resistance is negligible on this test.

While this is a good answer to the question of what happens to
the ball between the time it is hit and when it is caught, it
doesn’t discuss the ball’s motion in terms Newton’s Laws of
motion.  It does have good graphs and free body diagrams.
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Problem 3 (cont.)

To be complete, a solution should mention the following points:  According to Newton’s 0th law, objects only
feel forces that act on the object at the moment in question.  Thus once the ball leaves the bat, it forgets
about the bat and only feels the gravitational force due to gravity from the earth.  After the ball leaves the
bat, the ball has an upward velocity.  Between the time the ball is hit and when it is caught, by Newton’s 1st
law, since there is a net force there must be a change in the velocity of the ball.  From Newton’s 2nd law, the
acceleration of the ball equals the net force acting on the ball divided by the mass of the ball.  Since the net
force is equal the weight force, the magnitude of a = mg/m = g and the direction of a is downward in the
direction of the net force.  Thus a is downward and equal in magnitude to g for the entire time the ball is in
the air between the time it is hit and when it is caught, even at maximum height when the velocity = zero m/s.

Comment:  While we can say that a ball has a downward acceleration, an acceleration cannot pull down on
a ball.  Pulling or pushing requires a force.
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Problem 4 (15 points)

a.  Free body diagrams

Geo Metro Truck
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MetroEarthW →

MetroroadN →

)( DWMetroroadf →
MetrotruckN →

)( RWMetroroadf →

Net

truckroadN →

truckMetroN →

truckroadf →
nking the horizontal forces
nce the car and truck are accelerating to the right, we know from Newton’s 2nd la
rce must also be to the right.  Thus the sum of forces to the right must be greater 
e left.  So

>→ )( DWMetroroad
)( RWMetroroad

Metrotruck

f

N

→

→
  and   truckroadtruckMetro fN →→ >

e following forces are equal because they are a Newton’s 3rd law pair

MetrotrucktruckMetro N →→ =

nce the car and the truck are moving, the resistive friction forces = µ N = µ W (F
ck vertical acceleration = zero, this implies that N = W for both vehicles.)

nce the mass of the truck is greater than the mass of the Geo Metro

)(RWMetroroadtruckroad f →→ >

erefore ()( RWMetroroadtruckroadtruckMetroMetrotruckDWMetroroad ffNNf →→→→→ >>=>

 From a student paper:

od solution to part b.  Note how the student included the given information and 
d.  Also note how the student started from the general equations and solved for t
fore substituting numbers with units.
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Problem 4 (cont.)

c. From a student paper:

1000 N because since the truck is not moving, the force must not have overcome the friction, however since
the friction likewise is not pulling the truck back (since the truck is stationary), the sum of their forces is zero
(since 0 accel – should cite Newton’s 1st or 2nd law of motion here) so the friction must be = mag. and
opposite direction.  (Italics – comments by Dr. Saul)
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Problem 5 (20 points)

a. Need free body diagrams to see this.  Since v = constant, Fnet = 0 for both the rope and the crate
(Newton’s first law of motion).  Let’s assume that the magnitude of the tension in the rope is constant so
that ropeworboxroperopebox TTT →→→ == ker

b. 

c. 

boxfloorN →

boxearthW →

boxfloorf →

boxropeT →

Since the net force = 0, the horizontal forces acting on the box add up to
zero.  Since there are only two of them, these two forces are equal in
magnitude and opposite in direction. Thus, the force that the worker
exerts is equal in magnitude and opposite in direction to the friction force
exerted by the floor on the box.  The magnitude of this friction force =

boxfloorN →µ . However, since the normal force is one of only two vertical
Net

y

Yes, how hard the worker pulls does depend on whether or not her little brother is on top.  As we showed
above, how hard the worker pulls depends on the strength of the normal force exerted by the floor on the
box.  As we saw in the two-book problem in class, placing the little brother on top of the box increases
the normal force the floor exerts on the box.  Looking at the forces acting on the box, the net force on the
box is zero since it is stationary and not moving.  So the normal force of the floor on the box must be
equal in magnitude to the weight force of the Earth on box plus the normal force of the little brother on
the box.  Since the weight force on the box has not changed, the normal force exerted by the floor on the
box is larger than if the brother were removed.  (See the free body diagrams in part c).  This increases the
frictional force exerted by the floor on the box, which means the worker must pull harder to keep the box
moving with constant velocity.

forces acting on the box with the other force being the Weight force
exerted by the Earth on the box, the two vertical forces are of equal
magnitude.  Therefore

mgWNfT boxEarthboxfloorboxfloorropewor µµµ ==== →→→→ker  and

The force exerted by the worker on the rope points to the right.

0=F

NeF

Since 0=NetF , then 0== Net
y

Net
x FF
brotherboxN →
boxfloorN → For little brother,

brotherEarthybrotherboxy
Net

y WNF →→ +==0
brotherEarthW →

t boxfloorf →

gmgmWN brbrbrEybrbxy =−−=−= →→ )(
rd
0=

0=NetF

boxearthW →

boxropeT →

boxbrotherN →

From Newton’s 3  law of motion

gmNN brbrbxybxbry −=−= →→

For the box

bxEybxbrybxfy
Net

y WNNF →→→ ++==0

bxEybxbrybxfy WNN →→→ −−=

gmmgmgmN bxbrbxbrbxfy )()()( +=−−−−=→

gmmNfT bxbrbxflybxflropewrkr )( +=== →→→ µµ

x

=→ropewkrT 300 N
=→ropewkrT (0.4) [(30 kg) + (50 kg)] (9.8 m/s2)


